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1. not written yet

2. A blue flag iris is a purple flower with 3 petals.

How many petals do 10 blue flag irises have?

3. Molly knits 5 jumpers from wool for a charity.

Each scarf uses 9 balls of wool.

How many balls of wool in the 5 jumpers?

4. Molly knits jumpers from wool for a charity.

Each jumper uses 7 balls of wool.

How many balls of wool in 8 jumpers?

5. A gardener orders 14 trays of lobelia plants.

Each tray contains 8 lobelia plants.

How many lobelia plants did she order?

6. A bottle fruit squash claims to make 24 drinks.

Filip buys 7 bottles of the fruit squash.

How many drinks should he be able to make?

7. Youssef buys 6 flower pots costing 73 pence each.

Work out the total cost of the flower pots.

Give your answer in pounds.

8. Filip buys 46 cartons of bolts for his iron man project.

Each carton has 84 bolts.

How many bolts does he buy altogether?

9. Rina is going to have a party.

There will be 60 children at the party.

Rina wants to buy enough cartons of juice so that each child at the party can have

2 cartons of juice.

There are 9 cartons of juice in each pack.

Rina buys 14 packs of cartons of juice.

Has she bought enough cartons of juice?

10. An examiner is paid £2.90 to mark each exam paper.

Last weekend the examiner marked 56 exam papers.

How much did the examiner earn last weekend?

11. Omar buys 28 fence posts costing £4.32 each.

Estimate the total cost of the fence posts Omar buys.
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12. An examiner is paid £1.85 to mark each exam paper.

Yesterday the examiner marked 73 exam papers.

How much did the examiner earn yesterday?

13. Ms Wilson take home 26 science exercise books to mark.

Each science exercise book weighs 315 grams.

Work out the total weight of all the science exercise books that Ms Wilson takes home.
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